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AbstractIT hand in hand with Cloud computing are both nowadays of great importance and concern. Cloud computing in particular allows for the 
access of information resources on demand. It can be used as a special and featured technology to accomplish needs and respond to customers’ 
requests through the use of a competent IT management service quality.  
The purpose of this study is to mark down those distribution requests and the availability of network facilities in an intra-data station through the 
application of recent technology solutions such as OpenStack. The current study includes an inquiry of cloud computing within its different sections. 
It involves also the internal and external institutional elements that influence cloud computing acquisition in most organizations. 
In fact, this study intends to offer an additional planning and modified algorithms of service availability and flow as a research problem. These will 
surely help in recognizing the transmission of vulnerabilities in progress. In general, they produce a safe service that is totally available and of great 
quality. 
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I. Introduction 

Nowadays cloud computing is amongst the best 

information technologies that demonstrates an inherent change 
for enhancing the quality of service provided. The vision is to 
limit the reflection time on the handling of an exponential 
measure of active data. So far, it is hard to adapt to the 
expanding challenges for a decent working of the distinctive 
architectures, the recent concept cloud computing gives a 
captivating theory to the organizations to outsource the IT 
frameworks.  

For the most part, four resources can be utilized through the 
Internet and by giving a broadened economy, beginning with 
the an infrastructural framework like storage, the second kind 
is the programming framework that handles the middleware 
part or different parts, and the application framework just like 
the instance of GOOGLE, and finally the business systems.  

This study portrays the outline of cloud computing, the plan 
of the architecture received, the points picked up from this 
model and an investigation of the significant information 
technologies, and in addition a comprehension of the 
components that hamper the appropriation of this model.  

 
The study additionally reacts to the worries communicated 

today by most information frameworks administrators who 
have not possessed the capacity to progress in the reception of 
this new cloud computing innovation since they have as of late 
contributed expansive spending plans for their present 
platforms, giving them a savvy solution that addresses future 

issues with a sparing of spending plans held for the IT part, the 
answer depends on the free programme called OpenStack., 
which comprises in setting up an adaptable cloud "Private-
Public". A private cloud that handles their present systems and 
a public cloud that deals with their heaps while surpassing the 
organization's inner specialized capabilities by guaranteeing an 
abnormal state of information trade security between the two 
clouds.  

The study gives an introduction on the architecture, 
summation and various kinds of cloud computing, talking 
about the benefits of embracing this innovation, and the interior 
and outside components that hampered the quick reception of 
the cloud by most, therefore giving a successful specialized 
answer for meet the requirements experienced. 

 
   II.      Cloud computing : Synopsis  
 
Cloud computing is a PC framework build on the utilization 

of the web to take advantage of IT resources, these resources 
are utilized through a system approach, associating with a pool 
that offers configurable resources, for example, servers, 
storage, networks and applications that can be 
straightforwardly alloted to clients by service suppliers.  

 
Cloud computing comprises of some essential perspectives:  
 
● Estimated service: The IT resources are given by 

different clients, guaranteeing an amount of utilization of each, 
with command and observing, which offers  lucidity to the 
two gatherings: consumer and supplier. 
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● Asset pooling: The supplier of cloud computing 
makes accessible to its different customers various common 
resources in utilizing the multi - support mode to share the 
different virtual and physical resources with a chance of 
recharging as indicated by the request of the client.  

● Fast elasticity: Great flexibility in the discharge and 
designation of resources, ongoing alteration, with an ideal 
control of the utilization of resources.  

● On-request self-service: The presence of an 
application that reacts immediately to assign resources 
consequently without experiencing a human intercession.  

 
A. The structure of Cloud Computing  
 
The structure of cloud computing. can be isolated into four 

layers, beginning with the application layer, the layer that 
structures the platform, the foundation layer of the group and 
the equipment layer as appeared in "Figure 1".  

 

● Application layer : This is the best level of cloud 
model made up of particular cloud applications, it is not the 
same as regular applications, it will protect the programmed 
scale part to get incredible execution with small amount of 
expenses.  

● Platform layer: It is the auxiliary layer that makes 
the working structure, whose part is to diminish the heap by 
stretching out the application straightforwardly to the storage 
VM. 

● Virtualization layer: Known as the foundation layer 
that maintains its fundamentalism to the cloud framework, 
which guarantees a active part of the different segments in 
view of the KVM virtualization technologies, for example, the 
storage pool  

● Hardware layer: This is the base layer of the 
architecture of the cloud, in charge of keeping up the physical 
cloud resources, for example, routers, cooling frameworks and 
power , this layer contains various interconnected servers 
switches and different gadgets.  

 

 
Figure 1: Architectural View of Cloud Computing 

 
 B.    Cloud Hierarchy  
 
In many situations, the Cloud pecking order is given by four 

levels of clients, first level clients, field staff who are the main 
clients who organize fundamental services, then comes the 
negotiation actors, lastly engineers (CI ), See "Figure 2".  

 
● User:They are called the end users, This layer 

consist of circuitous users like decision makers on strategies to 
pick, examination and outline.  

● Service coordination and composition: When you 
reach this stage, the user judged master must have the capacity 
to center around training outcomes to be used for an end user 

who can incorporate and oversee existing services, ready to 
modify and give refreshed services and review the utilization 
of services and gather service information.  

● Service creator: the creators are the engineers of 
particular bases of services that can be utilized specifically or 
consolidated in different aggregates and compound service 
frameworks by specialists in giving the service. The creators 
ought to be specialists parts having a positive viewpoint needs 
and classes to guarantee such enrollment services, permit 
management devices, adaptation to non-critical failure.  

● Developers: Cyber-infrastructure (CI) engineers are 
in charge of creating cloud structure, being a specialists is a 
benefit in the regions of capacity , middleware, networks, 
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generation frameworks , making gadgets for services , planning 
algorithms and others.  

 
Figure 2: The Hierarchy of Cloud Computing 

 
   C.   Service Model of Cloud Computing  
 
Cloud administration is totally brought together. The 

database server has the part to determine the harmony between 
client request and framework capabilities, and watch network 
traffic.  

 
● Users accomplish IT frameworks from clouds 

systems and then run applications within, hence Clouds 
computing gives customers along it services to approach 
programme, infrastructure and information resources as 
appeared in "Figure 3".  

● Infrastructure as a Service: IaaS Infrastructure as a 
Service is the best among the three principle classifications of 
cloud computing services, this service offers access to 
computing resources in a virtualized domain, the "Cloud", 
through a public association, usually the web. For IaaS, the 
asset is provided hardware virtualized also called an IT 
infrastructure. The service briefing incorporates offerings, for 
example, server space, network associations, transmission 
capacity , IP locations and load balancers . Physically, the 
equipment resources originate from a variety of servers and 
systems normally circulated crosswise over numerous server 
centers, the cloud supplier's responsibility to keep up. In the 
meantime, access to virtualized parts is given to the customer 
organization so it can fabricate its own IT stages. 

● Platform as a Service: Commonly known as PaaS, 
is a classification of cloud computing that gives a stage and 
condition to enable developers to assemble applications and 
services over the web. PaaS services are facilitated in the cloud 
and got to by clients just by means of their internet browser.  

● Software as a Service: Refers to cloud services that 
enables users to approach programming applications by means 
of the web or Internet like applications arranged in a service 
supplier. These applications are arranged in the cloud and can 
be utilized on the off chance that they have consents, both by 
people and by associations. Google, Twitter, and Facebook are 
generally cases of SaaS, or clients can interface with the 
services by any gadget with an Internet network. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Abstractions of Cloud Computing 
 
 
 
      III.   Kinds of cloud  
 
There exist various sorts of cloud that permit a wide 

decision for clients in the coveted recipe, to be specific the 
private cloud, public cloud, hybrid cloud and virtual private 
cloud.  

● Private cloud: This type of model is primarily gives 
the customer more control and security over his cloud based 
area, which comprise of giving a pool of physical computing 
resources as a service available through a virtualized situation.  

● Public cloud: This sort of cloud is to make 
accessible a common stage to serve an unlimited number of 
clients by means of the Internet. This Likewise implies the of 
virtualized physical resources, and along these lines a 
consumption model depending on 'you pay as you go'. The 
complete framework that host client condition have a place 
with the cloud supplier, who is mindful of all the 
administration and support layers.  

● Hybrid cloud: it is based on coinciding and 
conveying a private cloud and a public cloud. This sort of 
cloud is frequently utilized with the end goal of rise-time load 
as permitted by public cloud. The main difference is that for 
this situation it would be connected to a private or inner cloud 
for imparting the two infrastructures.  

● Virtual private cloud: This model is a mixture of 
cloud environments given by the public cloud; the cloud 
supplier ensures entry to a secluded segment of his framework 
for private utilization. Virtual private cloud is provided through 
a protected connection between the venture and the supplier. 
The whole infrastructure is owned by the supplier who is in 
charge of all the public cloud activities in addition to secluding 
the concerned portion. 
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Table I: Comparison of various representative cloud 
platforms 

 
 
    IV.   The advantages that comes with embracing 

cloud computing for other data analysis technologies.  
(Example: Big Data) 

 Big data Framework: 
 
The exponential development of data, produced consistently 

in various configurations and from various sources, has made 
customary architecture and constructions to confront numerous 
restrictions to save and handle such data indexes, associations 
are getting increasingly persuaded that the cloud computing is 
the correct structure to deal with their large information 
ventures. Large data technologies begin when customary 
database administration and customary handling applications 
are experiencing limits and difficulties to function.  

Below, we will portray imperative big data attributes and 
cloud significant advantages for big data.  

Gartner and numerous IT associations utilized the supposed 
'3V' model to illustrate large data, which means : 

● Volume: tremendous measure of information are 
produced from various sources, for example, online 
networking, Internet of Things (IoT), mails, buying transaction 
records and more. It is evaluated that 90% of the current 
information has been produced amid the most recent two years 
as indicated by another infographic accumulated by Singapore-
and India-based Aureus diagnostics. Saving such data 
collections is really testing the study, it requires an exceedingly 
versatile and dependable capacity with little costs. Customary 
systems are as of yet required like SAN (storage area network), 
which is still excessively costly, however not planned, making 
it impossible to deal with this volume/sorts of data, likewise 
the time left to question the information from it could bring 
numerous situations while handling composite computing. A 
large portion of the big IT players depend on Hadoop for 
saving the information in a disseminated document system 
instrument, which enable the capacity to scale up to huge sum.  

● Velocity: Here, data is produced at expanding 
speeds, getting to every last bit of it isn't normally satisfying. 
Individuals want to get to the information at the ideal moment. 
While Hadoop map/is more comfortable for cluster processing 
data, the high velocity information is prepared with other 
natural diagnostic engine that makes up the Hadoop ecosystem, 
basically 

Table II: Comparison of various representative cloud 
platforms 

Package Use Case Used by Companies 

Storm High speed, event 
processing system that 
allows for incremental 
computations 

 

Twitter, Yahoo!, 

Spark Must have stateful 
computations and exactly-
once delivery; doesn’t 
mind higher latency 

Yahoo!, NASA JPL, eBay 

Samza has a large amount of 
state to work with 

LinkedIn, Yahoo!, Metamarkets 

 
 
● Assortment: it is tied in with gathering information 

in different arrangements from various sources, organized and 
unstructured, great and awful combined. In this connected 
world, frameworks are associated each day in different level of 
conditions. ventures should track a lot of frameworks that are 
getting redesigned or changed ceaselessly, overseeing and 
demonstrating a large number of data types to be sifted and 

examined is a major test for companies of big data particularly 
when its combined with the past issues of volume and velocity.  

● Cloud benefit for big data: The Cloud computing 
provides numerous advantages for the big data industry, 
primarily as a framework that help extensive scale physical 
resources, organizing, computing, high capacity of storage, 
high availability, high reliability… Similar to that, its model is 
excessively alluring in light of the fact that it offers 
organizations the possibility to decrease business costs, 
identified with the speculation and upkeep of their IT 
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foundation. The growth of the public cloud model operated by 
big IT players as Google, Amazon and Rackspace have pushed 
numerous endeavors to move toward cloud platforms.  

 
     V.   Outer and Inner institutional elements that 

impact the appropriation of cloud computing  
 
This segment depicts the primary factors that have impacted 

the speed of reception of cloud computing innovation by a 
substantial majority of organizations, as indicated by a review 
of 100 heads of information frameworks in Morocco. Are 
classified into two families, outside and inside elements:  

 
A.   Outer Factors:  
 
The outer components that inhibit the appropriation of this 

new method of service include:  
 Non Appearance of regulatory associations  
 Service suppliers  
 Impact of the media  
 Overseeing change and collective culture.  
 The absence of clear authoritative law in case of 

rupture or end of agreement between the two gatherings 
concerned: clients and service suppliers.  
 The absence of safety particularly on the 

confidentiality of the information is the main hold articulated 
by the possible DSI. 
 A market that requests to be watched to quit falling 

into the genuine shifts that might be the resale of individual 
data in the wake of being pilfered.  
 The complication and absence of combination for 

cloud selection by organizations, as indicated by another pan- 
EMEA research by Oracle. Numerous organizations have a 
terrible way to deal with cloud computing in computing and 
business.  
 A beneficial part of the issue is that most 

organizations keep on financing their IT ventures without 
adjusting them to potential incomes and inventive tasks: two 
out of three leaders say that IT subsidizing is excessively 
customary and ruins technology: It's a great opportunity to 
change subsidizing models.  
 Organizations with high positions, for example, 

significant software organizations, infrastructure suppliers, 
organizations that give services, and so on. Cloud computing 
hinders their plan of action. They know they need to do it, be 
that as it may, a lot of their income isn't provided by the cloud.  
 Web systems assume an imperative part in the 

reception of "cloud computing" innovation, phone 
administrators must enhance the present quality of the provided 
information that does not react appropriately to the necessities 
wanted by the organizations.  
 Absence of effective server farms.  
 
 
B.  Inner Factors:  
 

As per an in-house research of organizations, precisely in 
the IT divisions, there are a few worries that back off the speed 
of reception of the new innovation of Cloud Computing, to cite 
precisely:  

● As indicated by a local study, the age pyramid of IT 
administrators in Morocco is in the vicinity of 48 and 55 years, 
which makes it hard to embrace, and specifically decision 
making movement to this innovation, which needs knowledge 
and a substantial capacity To guarantee control while there is a 
massive absence of understanding of this sort of services.  

● Worries about decreasing the quantity of positions 
in the IT divisions and the lack of ongoing positions of 
authority following the hierarchical changes that will go with 
the appropriation of Cloud Computing.  

● The prompt ICT situation within their organization 
prevents advancement.  

● Present hardware has be excessively expensive, 
making it impossible to be supplanted rapidly. 

● The complication of system architectures 
effectively exhibited in organizations.  

● There is likewise doubt with respect to IT directors 
who fear losing authority or  observing their authority 
disappear.  

● IT chiefs trust that the selection of the cloud will 
back off the vocational improvement of their workers, IT 
administrators will just need to interface the interior requests of 
the business with Cloud service suppliers. 

 
 
      VI.  Personal-public Cloud model based on 

OpenStack 
 
To urge organizations to embrace this new cloud computing 

innovation, limiting spending plans later on and exploiting the 
condition of the current and existing stages, our proposition is 
to make two models "Private : Cloud A"And" public : Cloud B 
"cloud in light of a free solution that is the OpenStack.  

 
Our module is to make a "private - public" cloud: a private 

(Cloud A) that handles the current platform, and once the 
quantity of solicitations surpasses the volume of the private 
platform, these solicitations will be rejected inside by directing 
them to the Cloud to be fulfilled by the public (Cloud B) by 
expending only the costs of rentals, And once the interior 
resources are discharged, naturally a portion of the ongoing 
applications on the public cloud will be upheld again by the 
private cloud by limiting rental costs.  

 
A. Architecture put forward for the cloud "Private 

- Public"  
 
The "Figure 4"shows the system to be utilized by putting 

forward the three algorithms to follow keeping in mind the end 
goal to pass the two-path entry between the two clouds, private 
and public, to guarantee this theory:  
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                     Figure 4: Cloud integration 
 
 
 B.    Introduction of the three algorithms used:  
 
The fundamental block of Openstack is Nova. Its goal is to 

deal with the resources of figuring of the infrastructure used, 
utilizing the command NOVA BOOT to assault our platform, 
with its language structure underneath: 

nova boot --image imageID --flavor flavorID --nic net-
id=nicID 

imageID :To choose the operating system. 
net-id=nicID : To inform the cloud which subnet is used for 

an instance. 
 
flavorID :Reflects memory, disk and virtual process 

prerequisites.  
 
To check the true load on cloud A, an execution of the load 

investigation function is done, the working of the "analyze 
load" function will be clarified in the algorithm 1 below.  

Once the "analyze load" function is called, all information 
from all register hubs of a controller on cloud A is received, if 
the load on the A cloud is beneath the configurable edge, the 
example will be made On cloud A, however if the load is more 
noteworthy than the threshold, the occasion will be made on 
the cloud B. 

 
Algorithm 1 Analyzing the load 
 
Input Parameter: 

flavorid: flavor id of requested instance 
Output Parameter: 
val: 0 if cloud is overloaded, 1 otherwise. 
 
procedure Analyzing the load (flavor id) 
Oracle database connection is made to the nova 
database. 
Extract user’s requirements using flavor id from the 
instance types table. 
totalmemory for all compute and total disk for all 
compute is initialized to 0. 
freememory for all compute and free disk for all 
compute is initialized to 0. 
for each compute node c do 
Find the total memory and the free memory of c 
from the compute nodes table. 
Find the total disk space and the free disk space of 
c from the compute nodes table. 
totalmemory for all compute =total memory for all 
compute + total memory of c. 
total disk for all compute =total disk for all  

compute + total disk of c. 
freememory for all compute =free memory for all  
compute + free memory of c. 
free disk for all compute =free disk for all  
compute + free disk of c. 
end for 
if (total  disk  for  all  compute * disk threshold 
percentage>= users disk requirement +  
(total  disk  for  all  compute-free disk  for  all 
compute) then 
if (total  memory  for  all  compute * ram threshold 
 
percentage) >= users memory requirement + 
(total  memory  for  all  compute-free memory  for 
all  compute) then 
Return 1 
end if 
end if 
Return 0 
end procedure 

 
NB: Putting an instance on another cloud requires some 

information on the Cloud B: Image-ID, Network-ID, which is  
used by algorithm 2 to position the instance on the cloud B. 

 
Algorithm 2 Position the instance on cloud B 
 
Input parameter: 
Network id: Subnet to start instance. Image id: OS launching an instance. 
Tasting Id: Specify required resources 
Instance Name: The name of the instance to be launched. 
Procedure INSTANCE positioning () 
When running the nova boot command, the function creation () 
calls up the load to check the load 
If Not exceeding threshold then 
The instance is created on cloud A. 

Other 
It calls the createInstance () function. // Creating the instance on the cloud    

B 
CreateInstance () uses the new startup parameters 
We call the function creation () and extract the 
Id of the image for the cloud B. 
It Execute the NOVA command with the new parameters.  
This nova boot command is executed 
On the B cloud using the SSH connection. 
All instance information is stored in a file, retrieved later, and stored again 

in the array of migrating instances to the NOVA database 
End if 
End of procedure. 

 
Following every relocation to the cloud B, the load on cloud 

A is verified, once the load is underneath the configurable 
limit, a re-migration is made again to cloud A, the cases that 
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will be moved back to cloud A take after A FIFO order, 
algorithm 3 beneath clarifies the capacity of the re-migration 
activity: 

 
Algorithm 3 Remigration 
 
Input Parameter: 
Migrated Instances table: Table regrouping the instances of remigration 
procedure REMIGRATION( ) 
The Analyzing the load() for remigration is Performed at 
Of the parameterized intervals. 
if the resource utilization falls below a configurable 
low threshold then 
do 
It finds the instance to be remigrated from the 
migrated instances table using the FIFO : rule. 
It launches a new instance on cloud A using 
 
the information stored in the migrated instances table. 
It copies the disk image of the migrated 
 
instance from the cloud B to the newly launched instance on the cloud A, 

to: restore the current state. 
It finished the remigrated instance from the cloud B to free resources. 
It cleans the entry of the table of instances that have been migrated. 
 
while Resource usage is below the migration threshold and the migrated 

instance table is not empty 
end if 
end procedure 
 
The correspondence between the two clouds (Cloud A and 

Cloud B) is secured with the utilization of a SSH public key, as 
noted in algorithm 2.  

 
    VII.   Results:  
As of now, OpenStack establishments have been sent in the 

VEOLIA data center (Pilot Site: Gabon) on two dell 
poweredge 2950 servers. The main server goes about as a 
private cloud (Cloud A) and the second as a public cloud 
(Cloud B). The memory of every server is: 1.8 TB, which goes 
about as one of the compute notes.  

30 machines were allocated which work as computation 
nodes for the two clouds, individually. Realizing that the two 
clouds have a place with a solitary subnet. 

The three suggested algorithms are now tested, we figure 
out how to handle the load on the private cloud in-house 
(Cloud A), once the configurable edge is surpassed, the new 
cases propelled at the organization's bosoms are relocated and 
specifically upheld To the public cloud (Cloud B), with a check 
at regular intervals of the capabilities of cloud A, once the 
loads drops underneath our inner configurable limit, the cases 
propelled on cloud B are remigrated again and recovered by 
cloud A by following a FIFO (First In First Out) recuperation a 
order, which will likewise limit our rental expenses at the 
public cloud provider.  

The following stage will be to sum up the research over our 
platform by making a private cloud that contains the whole 
existing framework, with the proposition of a capable test 
server that will assume the part of the public cloud, dividing of 

all the screen captures of the two implementations will be 
guaranteed to facilitate the errand for our service supplier for a 
quick appropriation and execution of this new approach by 
characterizing the agreements with regards to the two 
gatherings: VEOLIA and his service supplier.  

 
     VIII.   Conclusion 
In this study, we came up with an effective answer for 

expanding the specialized capabilities and execution of a 
platform, in view of the OpenStack free solution for the 
making of two adaptable clouds. The main private cloud 
contains our present platforms and the second cloud Hosted by 
our service supplier will fill in as a platform for fortification 
when essential in case of an inward overhead, this approach 
will enable us to limit future expenses and spending plans, 
which will be limited to an asset distribution as indicated by 
the planning of consumption set up Purchase and everyday 
administration.  

The thought is to apply this idea to deal with the greater 
part of the organization's auxiliaries around the world, a private 
cloud for every  subordinate and afterward unite them into 
a solitary worldwide private cloud that will be upheld by our 
service supplier's public cloud When the configurable limits 
are surpassed.  
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